Fat titan

It is currently in the possession of Pieck Finger. The Cart Titan possesses a level of endurance
greater than that of the other members of the Nine Titans , allowing for the inheritor to partake
in long missions without the need for rest. Its absorption resistance allows it to maintain its
Titan form for long periods of time and wear armaments like battle armor, mobile machine gun
platforms, and cargo packs for a variety of tactics, including the clearing of trenches, and
long-term operations into enemy territory. The Cart Titan stands out as unusual among the Nine
Titans for its quadrupedal form, which may be the source of its "Cart Titan" name. Pieck is often
seen crawling similarly to the Cart Titan when in the presence of few people, and also uses
crutches when getting around. The Cart Titan also possesses great speed, similar to the Jaw
Titan , which was used during the Battle of Shiganshina to retrieve a defeated Zeke Yeager and
Reiner Braun while also catching Levi and Hange , two of the Walls ' most talented soldiers, off
guard. In the 1, years following her death, the Cart Titan was held in the possession of one or
several of the warring Eldian houses subservient to the Founding Titan. Around the year , Pieck
was chosen to inherit the power of the Cart Titan. When the time came for the Paradis Island
Operation , Pieck's Cart Titan was chosen to stay behind in Marley as deterrence against enemy
forces. Five years into the mission to reclaim the Founding Titan , Pieck journeys to Paradis
Island with Zeke and a contingent of Marleyan soldiers , using her Cart Titan to carry supplies
for them. She is present as Zeke and the soldiers transform the inhabitants of a small village
into Titans. Pieck's Cart Titan later appears during the battle of Shiganshina District. During the
night before the battle, Pieck keeps watch for Survey Corps movement in the desolate regions
of Wall Maria south of Trost District. Later that day, Pieck's Cart Titan remains at the side of
Zeke's Beast Titan , serving as a cargo mule of sorts for the Warriors' various supplies in
addition to fetching boulders for Zeke to throw at their enemies. Pieck ventures away from the
scene as Zeke decimates the Survey Corps, only to be quickly defeated by Levi who catches
him unawares. Before Zeke can be captured by Levi, Pieck's Cart Titan comes to Zeke's rescue
and carries his dismembered human form away. They find Bertolt incapacitated and captured by
Eren Yeager but after seeing Levi atop the Wall, they leave him for dead. Searching elsewhere in
the district, the Cart Titan rescues Reiner from capture before climbing atop Wall Maria where
the Warriors are safe. However, once cadet Gabi Braun destroys the armored train carrying the
artillery using explosives, [18] Pieck is able to join the battle alongside Porco Galliard 's Jaw
Titan. Equipped with fully functional battle armor with four machine gun turrets manned by
Marleyan soldiers, the "Panzer Unit," [19] on the Cart Titan's back, Pieck enters the trenches of
the Allies and destroys their bunkers, eliminating the outer defenses of Fort Slava. Though it
takes time, she believes it would be perfect against the anti-personnel vertical maneuvering
equipment. When she arrives at the battlefield, she and the Panzer Unit take the Survey Corps
by surprise with an artillery barrage from the roof of a building, saving Porco and killing several
of the nearby soldiers. She stays perched on the roof and joins the rest of the Titans of Marley
in a showdown against the Survey Corps. Pieck emerges unconscious and injured from the
Titan's body, and is rescued and taken away by Falco and Gabi. About one month after the Raid
on Liberio , Pieck makes use of her Titan to sneak into the Walls, eventually infiltrating the
Yeagerists once inside. After Gabi climbs into the Cart Titan's mouth, it runs away to meet with
General Magath and his soldiers. The Cart Titan fills in Magath on the situation's details,
surmising that the Founding Titan's powers will be activated once Zeke and Eren come into
contact. Once Pieck finishes outfitting her Titan with an anti-Titan artillery cannon, Magath
climbs inside, before the Cart Titan and the soldiers manning its cannon scale Wall Maria. After
reloading, they shoot Eren through the head again, though the arrival of the Beast Titan ruins
the Warriors' opportunity to finish him off. After destroying the Marleyan airships, Zeke attacks
the Cart Titan by throwing rubble from the Wall. Avoiding engaging Zeke in a firefight, the Cart
Titan takes cover by clinging to the side of the Wall, but is soon forced to flee across it due to a
group of pursuing Yeagerists. While Zeke, and the pursuers are confused, General Magath
shoots the Beast Titan through the nape, sending it plummeting down the Wall. Soon
afterwards, Pieck returns to Titan form and reequips the anti-Titan artillery cannon. They fire
another round into Eren's Titan's head, and readjust to aim at the Beast, who had survived the
earlier attack. The pursuing Yeagerists run interference, forcing Pieck to fend them off. After
killing all but one of them, the Cart Titan fires on Zeke again, seemingly finishing him off. Before
they can fire at Eren, a soldier knocks off the artillery with a Thunder Spear , and another soldier
then kills the last members of the crew defending her. Pieck proclaims it is over, before going to
attack her assailants, who begin grappling towards her. Before the Cart Titan can engage its two
assailants, Wall Maria begins to crack underfoot, signifying the beginning of the rumbling. The
Cart Titan and Magath retreat from Shiganshina's remains and observe Marley's airships leaving
the island. While discussing the situation, the two are interrupted by an approaching soldier.
Pieck prepares to attack, but stops when the soldier insists that they and their partner are

harmless. In order to gather companions, the Cart Titan feigns an attack on the Yeagerist's
headquarters, and uses the chaos to abduct Jean Kirstein, Onyankopon , and Yelena. After
shaking off any pursuers, Pieck rendezvous with her comrades, and later joins with the other
members of the makeshift alliance. The following day, the Cart Titan is sent to scout Paradis's
docks to see if it will be safe for the group to follow Eren. Pieck returns from her mission to
reveal that the Yeagerists have occupied the docks in anticipation of retaliation against Eren.
During the ensuing conflict, it is decided to take the flying boat to Odiha. The Cart Titan
alongside its passengers then evacuate to the Azumabito 's ship. The Titans along with the
Survey Corps are able to defeat the Yeagerists but Falco quickly loses control of his Titan and
attacks his allies. The Cart Titan's nape is almost crushed with Pieck inside. This wiki. This wiki
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FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Cart Titan, with its unusually high endurance, is well
suited to long missions. This allows us to equip it with armaments, expanding the variety of
tactics at our disposal. Honestly, all the titans from Attack on Titan are horrifying or creepy in
some manner. There is a reason why the anime attracts many horror fans. The designs of these
titans are absolutely wild and terrifying. Not every titan is built the same though. In fact, they
come in a great variety. After three seasons of the show, fans have seen a decent amount of
titan designs. Which were the ones that unsettled fans the most though? Be warned, there are
spoilers ahead! The zoom in on this titans face and its delivery in the show is the most
frightening thing about it. This titan was discovered in an abandoned castle. The way it's
discovered proves that smaller titans can actually be even more horrifying than the larger
varieties. Reiner opens a door to find this smiling titans hanging out inside. At least the large
ones cannot hide indoors like that! This titan made its appearance in season three, episode It is
not as dangerous as the others, due to its inability to stand. However, that does not mean it is
not a creepy sight. It almost looks like a larva. It dragged itself little by little with its tiny limbs
and grotesque body from Paradise. While it it creepy, it was rather harmless and did leave drag
marks to follow. At least he was helpful. Abnormals make up a lot of the most memorable titans
in the series. They are titans that have quirks, whether that be in their intelligence or abilities.
One such titan chased Sasha, and it was nightmare fuel. It crawled like a spider at intense
speed. Its colossal size was also no comfort. Poor Connie. When visiting his home, he finds it
crushed under a very creepy titan. To make matters worse, it appears that this titan is his mom.
She even says, "Welcome home. She is one of those titans with bodies so deformed that they
cannot move. What's really eerie about her design is her face and position. In some disturbing
manner, she looks happy. Small titans like this one make up for some of the most wacky and
creepy designs. This one is not well known, but it did eat Ian Dietrich. It waited patiently until he
fell from a roof and grabbed him with its hands and started eating him. Its tiny ears, huge eyes,
and skull shape all just look like a figure out of a Picasso painting if it was also made of
nightmares. Anime fans still have a lot to learn about this bizarre titan. Its strange design
definitely made it memorable. Also, it is one of the intelligent ones! The most creepy aspect of it
is its duck-bill-like mouth. Since titans eat people, that makes its mouth all the more upsetting.
Rod Reiss was one of the few remaining members of royalty left, and he went down in a very
memorable way. He pressured Historia to take on the founding titan but ends up taking it
himself in an act of desperation. This titan form was quite abnormal. It was a crawler, and
dragged its face against the ground. Due to that, its entire face was ripped off by the earth. The
dragging also ripped the skin away from his chest and stomach, allowing everyone to see his
internal organs when he finally stood up. This goes for both of Ymir's forms: pure titan and jaw
titan form. As a pure titan, she was much thinner and her rib-cage could be seen. She also has
human-looking teeth. As the jaw titan, she is similar but less bony and has sharp teeth. She is
also one of the smallest titans, being about 5 meters tall. Unlike Eren, Annie, Reiner, and Bertolt,
her form is pretty much on the creepy side rather than tough. This list would be incomplete
without the smiling titan. She ate Eren's mom and became the face of the series due to how
memorable and creepy she was. It was recently revealed that the smiling titan is actually Dina.
What is most upsetting is she says, "Grisha No matter what I become Don't worry. I'll find you,"
before she turns into a titan. That is absolutely haunting. The beast titan was the most creepy
when fans did not know what his story was. Now that we know, he is not as bad. However, he is
still creepy enough to end up on this list. He looks quite different from the other titans, as he is
quite hairy. What makes him the most unsettling though is his intelligence and personality. He
is cold and seems to even get enjoyment out of others getting eaten by lesser titans. By Allison
Stalberg Published May 19, Share Share Tweet Email 0. Related Topics Lists attack on titan. The
Titan signifies our first completely designed, engineered, and built fat bike completely built in
the USA. Offering unmatched floatation with its massive 4. With up to W of power, quality
components, and a highly refined frame geometry, you will not find a better quality or

performing fat e-bike at this price! Featuring a highly intelligent torque sensor built into the
motor, it monitors your input thousands of time per second to multiply your power to the rear
wheel. We are thrilled to introduce the Titan. The Titan is proudly engineered and hand built
from scratch in the USA. The frame is proudly mitered, hand welded TIG , heat treated and
powder coated in California. Featuring robust mid drive with W, W or W output, this bike is
engineered to take you places a normal electric bike can only dream of. With a mm travel front
air suspension paired with extra wide 4. Featuring high quality components throughout and the
ability to have torque sensing pedal assist AND standalone throttle, this bike is truly unique in
the industry! The Titan offers riders more floatation over loose terrain such as mud, sand or
snow since the fat tires have a much larger surface area than normal tires. On top of that, many
riders prefer the extra traction and tractability these larger tires offer as it gives the rider much
more confidence. The extra traction is a huge asset off-road, and Titan is a staple of hunters,
adventurers, off road enthusiast and urban commuters who need a robust bike to bring them to
their destination. Want to learn more about the Titan? Learn more about the Titan's exciting
features, components, and different options! What's New for ? For the model year, the Titan has
undergone some important changes. New rack mounts are integrated into the rear dropouts for
increased utility. On the motor side, we have introduced new programming for a more seamless
experience and NEW steel helical main drive gear for increased strength and reliability while
remaining nearly silent. A new RST air fork adds more adjust ability and saves over 1 pound
from previous models! Be sure to click the link below to learn about all its exciting features,
components, and different options! Frame Size: Choosing the right frame size is an important
aspect of bike riding. These frame recommendations are general guidelines. Note: Frame sizing
is not as important for e-bikes compared to standard pedal bikes so get a frame you feel
comfortable with! Color Option: We offer 4 standard colors see below. If you want something
custom, we offer the ability to choose ANY color you want for your Revolution as well as the
ability to powder coat your rims to match. Choose ANY color of your choice single stage, two
stage and candy colors. Pick your color here: Prismatic Powders. Power Level: The base power
level is W. You can upgrade to the W or even W for more power, speed, and torque. Just make
sure you hold on tight! The W system is the most powerful US legal e-bike system. You will not
find a more powerful or capable motor system! Can choose between Class 1, Class 2, or Class 3
configuration. The W system offers nearly double the power of the W system. It increases your
hill climbing power and top speed private property. Note: This can always be configured back to
a class 2 bike when riding on public roads. It is a very noticeable increase in hill climbing power
and a small bump in top speed private property. Note: This can always be configured back to a
class 2 bike when riding on public roads most popular option. Battery: Choose the battery that
suits your riding needs. If you are riding hills or off-road, your range will be less than quoted.
Quoted range is in ideal conditions lb rider, paved road, 20mph, throttle only. In the level 1 pedal
assist, you can nearly triple your range! Perfect for those who do not require a lot of range.
Great blend of size and capacity. Maximum range capacity in a lockable hard case for ultimate
e-bike experience! Maximum range capacity. Never worry about running out of battery! Note:
Requires frame bag! Charger: Choose the charger that suits your needs. The more powerful
charger will charge your battery faster for less down time. For those wanting to keep their
battery system to stay healthy longest, we recommend the Satiator upgrade. Power: 4A. Most
popular upgrade. Power: 6A. Ideal for those who want the shortest charge time. Power: 5A. The
Satiator is a remarkable charger that will make your battery stay healthy for longer. With very
specific charging algorithms and the ability to float charge, your battery will stay in balance
longer. This will increase your overall range and longevity of the pack. Lighting System: If you
will be riding your bike at dark and if safety is the utmost importance, we highly recommend a
quality lightning system. All of our headlights feature 3 power modes low, medium, high as well
as a strobe function. The included Thunderbolt rear light is extremely bright to be sure you are
seen at night! You will not find a brighter light! Great choice for commuters or those
occasionally riding at night. This is a super compact headlight that has surprising light output.
Great choice for commuters who want ultimate visibility or those ride high speed at night on or
off road. This headlight has the highest light output and longest battery life. Designed by riders
for riders, the DVO Garnet Dropper was developed with reliability and performance at the top of
the list. Revolution Warranty:. View account. This product is currently sold out. Please fill in the
form below if you'd like to be notified when it becomes available. High Performance Fat Bike.
Learn More About the Titan. Accordion 1. Medium 17". Large 19". Xtra Large 21". Power: 2A.
Specification Sheet Click to View. Warranty Click to View. Similar Products. Thanks for
contacting us! We'll get back to you as soon as possible. Thanks for subscribing. This
equipment must be used with care by capable and competent individuals under supervision, if
necessary. The use of any equipment, including this one, involves the potential risk of injury.

You accept and assume full responsibility for any and all injuries, damages both economic and
non-economic , and losses of any type, which may occur, and you fully and forever release and
discharge Titan, its insurers, employees, officers, directors, associates, and agents from any
and all claims, demands, damages, rights of action, or causes of action, present or future,
whether the same be known or unknown, anticipated, or unanticipated, resulting from or arising
out of the use of said equipment. Due to inclement weather, there may be a day shipping delay.
Item No. Add to Cart. With it, you can work your biceps, triceps, deltoids, and abs. Depending
on what exercises you perform, you can also target your legs and glutes. This curl bar is
designed to help you perform curls. You can do spider curls, skull crushers, and preacher curls.
You can also perform rows, presses, and extensions. Using this barbell is incredibly easy,
thanks to its diamond-knurled surface. The knurling helps you securely hold your barbell in
place, even if you sweat. This curl bar is ideal for home gyms and personal gyms. You can also
use it in your garage or basement. Because it is made from high-quality material, this barbell is
suitable for outdoor use! The Fat Bar has an overall length of in and weighs approximately 60 lb.
The loadable sleeve length allotted is in for your plates. It can hold Olympic plates that have a
2-inch diameter. The sleeves also rotate to make placing the weights on it more accessible. This
curl bar can support a weight capacity of up lb. Its ergonomic design allows for better hand
positioning, so you can firmly hold your curl bar. You can do a variety of curls with this barbell,
including spider curls, skull crushers, and preacher curls. You can also do upright rows and
triceps extensions. This barbell is intended for use with 2-inch Olympic weights. The intuitive
grooves help you securely hold the bar in place while lifting. Perform muscle isolations on your
biceps, triceps, deltoids, quads, hamstrings, abs, pectorals, and more. Add this useful piece of
bodybuilding equipment to your fitness accessories today! The loadable sleeve length allotted
is in and can hold Olympic plates that have a 2-in diameter. Show More Show Less.
Recommended Products. Customer Reviews. Questions and Answers. You may know the
famous twelve Olympian Greek Gods and Goddesses, but they were not the first rulers in Greek
mythology. So, who were the Titans? But what about the Greek Titans? They play an important
role in Greek mythology yet have not been popularized in modern culture. Out of the empty
space of Chaos came Gaea, the earth , Tartarus, the underworld , and Eros, desire. Gaea gave
birth to the mountains, the sky, and the sea. She took her son the sky, Uranus, as her husband,
and with him, she mothered the twelve Titans, the very first gods and goddesses, taller than the
mountains they used as thrones. However, Uranus was disgusted by their next children, the
three cyclopes and three monstrous sons, each with fifty heads and one hundred arms, and he
threw them into Tartarus, the underworld prison of suffering. Yet Gaea loved all of her children,
and she could not forgive Uranus for his cruelty. She made a diamond sickle for her youngest
son, Cronus, and with it he defeated his father. Gaea later married her son Pontus, the ocean ,
and the Titans took charge of the universe. They were the ancestors or parents of most of the
twelve Olympians discussed here below, though it was through their children that they too were
eventually overthrown. Oceanus depicted on the Trevi Fountain in Rome Article continues
below advertisement. The eldest of the Titans, Oceanus was married to his sister Tethys.
Together the two produced over spirits of the oceans and streams, known as the Oceanids. In
fact, Oceanus and Tethys were far too fertile, and their union began to cause floods so they
divorced to stop all the damage they were causing. He gave over his realm to Poseidon after the
rise of the Olympians, but Zeus allowed him to continue to live as a simple god of the ocean.
When Cronus became paranoid and his wife, Rhea, wished to protect her children, she brought
Hera to her sister Tethys who raised her as her daughter. Later, as a favor to Hera, Tethys
punished Callisto and Arcas, a lover and child of Zeus, by forbidding their constellations from
touching the sea. They were forced to continuously circle the sky without rest. We know those
constellations as Ursa Major and Ursa Minor , or the big and little dippers. Helios, Selene, and
Eos, following the sun carriage, in the mural above the stage of the Friedrich von Thiersch hall
in the Kurhaus Wiesbaden, Germany Article continues below advertisement. Hyperion was the
Titan god of light, wisdom, and vigilance. He married his sister Thea, and they gave birth to
Helios, the sun , Selene, the moon , and Eos, the dawn. Hyperion and three of his other
brothers, Coeus, Crius, and Iapetus, formed the four pillars that separated and held the heavens
above one another. According to one of the more horrifying Greek traditions, the same four
pillars pinned their father down while Cronus castrated Uranus with his sickle. Marble
sarcophagus with the myth of Selene and Endymion, via TheMet Article continues below
advertisement. Thea, the goddess of light, was also a ravishing beauty, perhaps the loveliest of
the six Titan daughters. She was the goddess of light, and therefore the perfect match for her
brother, Hyperion. She also imbued gold, silver, and precious gems with their radiant shine, and
spoke through an oracle at Phthiotis in Thessaly. Coeus was the keeper of the pillar of the
north. He was the Titan god of intellect, and married his sister Phoebe. Their children, Asteria

and Leto, were foundational figures in later mythology. Both daughters were pursued by Zeus.
Asteria turned into a quail and drowned herself in the Aegean Sea, but Leto bore Zeus two
children, the twins Apollo and Artemis who became powerful Olympians. Phoebe and daughter
Asteria depicted on the south frieze of the Pergamon Altar, Pergamon Museum, Germany Article
continues below advertisement. Phoebe also had some association with the moon, as did
Artemis. Her most integral power was that of prophecy, and she was heavily associated with the
famous Oracle at Delphi , later connected to Apollo. Crius or Krios married his half-sister,
Eurybia, who was not one of the original twelve Titans but the daughter of Gaea from her
second husband, Pontus. They produced three children, Astraios, the god of dusk , Pallas, god
of Warcraft , and Perses, the god of destruction. The goddess of memory and the voice of the
underground Oracle of Trophonios in Boetia, Mnemosyne did not marry one of her brothers but
still helped mother the next generation of deities. She slept with Zeus for nine consecutive days,
and as a result, gave birth to the nine muses; Calliope, Clio, Erato, Euterpe, Melpomeni,
Polymnia, Ourania, Terpsichore and Thalia whose roles were to give artists and philosophers
inspiration for creation. Farnese Atlas, son of Iapetus, holding the world on his shoulders,
Roman copy of Greek original, in the National Archaeological Museum, Naples Article continues
below advertisement. The Titan Iapetus was the god of craftsmanship or mortality , varying
between sources. He married one of his Oceanid nieces, Clymene, and they produced four
sons, Atlas, Prometheus, Epimetheus, and Menoetius. These four sons were the ancestors of
the first humans, and each passed a certain detrimental quality onto humanity; brash courage,
scheming, stupidity, and violence, respectively. Themis with scales, bas-relief plaster cast
depicting the Goddess of Justice. The Titan goddess Themis represented natural and moral
order and law. She became the second wife of Zeus, helped him hold power over the other gods
and all the earth. She created the divine laws that even superseded the authority of the gods
themselves. She manifested in multiple different forms, and mothered the Fates and the Hours.
Themis was the main Titan goddess of the oracle at Delphi, but she was so fond of Apollo that
she eventually offered the Oracle to him. Although he was the youngest son of Gaea and
Uranus, Cronus was also the strongest of the Greek Titans. For a brief time, earth enjoyed a
Golden Age under his rule. The vices had not yet been invented, and the earth was in total
peace and harmony. Yet Cronus did not release his brothers as he had promised, and soon his
mother grew angry with him and began to plot his downfall. Cronus learned of a prophecy
which stated that, as Cronus had dethroned his father, so one of his children would dethrone
him. He therefore took all of his children from his sister and wife, Rhea, as soon as they were
born, and swallowed them. Cronus was secure and happy, thinking he had subverted the threat,
but Rhea was understandably upset. When she learned she was expecting again, she asked her
mother for advice. Gaea helped Rhea conceal her newborn baby, and Rhea swaddled a stone in
baby clothes and gave the stone to Cronus to swallow. Cronus was fooled, but Gaea and Rhea
carefully concealed little Zeus in a small cave on the island of Crete. Little Zeus grew up
attended by nymphs and nursed by the fairy goat Amaltheia, who produced ambrosia and
nectar, the food and drink of the deities. Instead, she went to Cronus and convinced him to eat a
magic herb that she claimed would make him unconquerable. The herb made him sick, and he
vomited his other children; Hades, Poseidon, Hestia, Demeter, and Hera. They all joined Zeus
and together they rose against their father. Powerless to resist their combined strength, Cronus
fled in terror. Several of the other Greek Titans did not give up their power so easily, however,
and rose against the new gods and goddesses. Zeus freed his great-uncles from Tartarus, and
after a mighty battle, the Olympians emerged victorious, and imprisoned the Titans in Tartarus
instead. The Cyclopes built a beautiful palace for the new gods and goddesses atop the
mountain of Olympus, and the famous Olympian Greek gods and goddesses of legend took up
residence there to both aid and interfere in the affairs of mankind. Sign in. Log into your
account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. By
Marian Vermeulen. April 12, Article continues below advertisement. Marian Vermeulen Marian
has been a devoted student of the ancient world since primary school. She received her BA in
History and Philosophy from Hope College and has continued researching and writing on topics
of ancient history from the Assyrian Empire to the Roman Empire and everything in between.
She enjoys dabbling in historical fiction, but generally finds the actual true individuals of history
and their stories more fascinating than any fictional invention. Her other passion is horses, and
in her spare time she enjoys starting young horses under saddle and volunteer training for the
local horse rescue. You may also like. The Case of John Ruskin vs. James Whistler. John
Ruskin published a newsletter in where he harshly critiqued a painting by James Whistler.
Whistler responded by suing Ruskin for libel, and Read more. William, Duke of Normandy,
famously conquered England in and was crowned king, but his next actions are less well
known. He embarked upon When we evoke the Middle Ages, images of fortified castles, mighty

kings, and great knights in armor immediately come to mind. In the collective Images of
Lucrezia Borgia have been reproduced decades after her death portraying her as a sensual and
conniving person. These images reveal how the What you see here is a product that has been
over 2 years and 4 prototypes in the making. Our goal with the Titan was to build the best bang
for buck fat bike and pack as many features and technology in it as we could. We ended up with
an unbelievable fat bike packing a powerful motor system, extra wide 4. It is designed to be best
performing electric fat electric bike on the market and we are happy to say we hit our target
goal! The Titan is built from T6 aluminum and custom hydro-formed tubing that are then welded
one at a time by a highly esteemed industry professional with over 30 years of TIG welding
experience. Our group of engineers for this project are experts in bicycle and moto geometry,
as well as suspension performance. This do it all e-bike is equally suited for hunters who want
to venture way back into the wilderness and get as much range as possible or for the
professional who requires a silent, powerful daily commuter that will climb any hill they may
encounter along the way to work. Want to take a weekend beach ride? The 4. Snow keeping you
inside? Let the Titan power through the snow confidently and get you where you want to be!
This bike can adapt to suit your needs and thrive in nearly any environment. Since you can shift
through the wide range transmission, your top speed can vary from 11 mph with huge torque
for hill climbing to 36 mph W version on the straightaways- all with one motor. The confidence
inspiring extra wide tires will bring your ride to a whole new level, on whatever terrain and in
any nearly any condition! With the optional Watt mid drive power system, the Titan can achieve
speeds up to 36 mph throttle only with higher speeds available with pedal assist. Have the need
for speed and acceleration? The Titan, with wide range T gearing, has enough torque and
traction to climb nearly any hill! Only 8 cents to fill up means you can go farther and more often!
Travel up to 60 miles on the standard Wh battery eco mode. No need for gas or oil changes
again! The space age aluminum and hydroformed aluminum are light and rust proof! By using
high performance electronics with lightweight components, we were able to keep the weight at
just 53 lbs base configuration, medium frame. The Titan uses the highest quality and best
performing electric system in the industry. Our goal in the design was to maximizes power to
weight ratio for this platform to offer the most pleasurable riding experience. The result is a
seamless blend of power, performance and precision that pairs perfectly to the rider in any
situation! The Ultra Drive System puts the rider in complete control. Want more power? Simply
pedal harder or put the assist level up! If pedaling is not for you, just press the thumb throttle
and kick your feet back while the motor does all the work for you! This motor system comes in
three different power packages: W, W, and W. The integrated sine wave control system is
smooth, dependable, and offers excellent power response! Featuring the newest in e-bike
technology, the intelligent sine wave control system is able to process rider input and
immediately increase or decrease assistance based on the data it receives. By constantly
processing data from rider input at over a thousand times per second, the bike will know exactly
how much assistance to give at any given moment. Simply pedal harder or use the throttle!
Want to slow done? Pedal lightly. Want the motor to stop? Stop pedaling or tap your brake
lever. The controller processes not only torque values but cadence values how fast you are
pedaling as well to give the smoothest riding experience possible! Put the assist to Turbo mode
and you will feel like you have superhuman strength! Any electric bike is only as good as its
battery. What cells that are used making sure they are authentic and not counterfeit like many
imported packs , the assembly process, the materials used in the battery production, what
connectors are used, and what battery management system is used is imperative to getting the
proper performance and safety from your e-bike. Our battery systems use only the finest
authentic cells that are triple checked for consistency and performance before they are
assembled. Our in house assembly process allows us to be in total control of the quality and
make the most reliable and highest performing battery systems possible. All battery packs
feature intelligent battery management systems and smart chargers to keep the battery
performing at its optimal level, charge after charge. Our full color display is seamlessly
integrated with the bike and offers the rider a plethora of information. Not only do you have a
very accurate battery voltage meter with battery bar, it shows you current power draw, speed,
power mode, pedal assist level and distance traveled in a highly attractive display. With the
integrated USB port, your power hungry devices will always stay charged! The integrated pod
mounted on the handlebar easily navigates all the menus and pedal assist levels without taking
your hand off the grip. There is even a "walk" function to help you up hills you don't want to ride
up! Refined Frame Geometry. Through several iterations and hundreds of hours of testing, our
team of engineers designed a bike that will perform as well as it looks! We keep ourselves
aligned with cutting edge industry standards for suspension design, bike geometry, and
component standards to make sure our frames will be comfortable and perform to our exacting

specifications. The frame is the most important aspect of your bikes handling and feel so this is
not an aspect to overlook since even the smallest degree chance can have a huge impact! The
Renegade was developed to fill the need for performance fat tire forks. It uses a stiff yet
lightweight 32mm chassis, AIR spring system for reliability at lower temps and a OCR damping
system. This fork has been optimized to work with the large volume 4. With mm of plush
suspension travel coupled with the Titan's high volume tires, riding over rough terrain has
never been so smooth! With the hub flanges wider, the spoke bracing angle is now increased
and wheel stiffness is improved. Shorter chain stays mean optimum weight distribution and
more agile handling than a similar bike. Wider hub contact patches allow for more precise
handling and control. Thru axles offer greater strength and safety over a standard quick release
axle. How to slow down from warp speed? The Magura MT4e with oversized mm rotors is the
answer. Relying on experience from motorcycles, Magura makes class leading hydraulic
brakes. The MT4's are light, reliable, and feel fantastic! The integrated cutoff will cut motor
power as soon as it is activated. A tire for a new generation of ebikes. The Kenda Juggernaut's
combination of extra large air volume, increased contact patch, and the versatile tread pattern
make it the perfect tire for a high performance electric bike application. The increased traction
and stability of the extra wide 4. The large air volume acts as a suspension to soften up bumps
and make your ride even smoother! Leveraging the legendary history of SRAM shifting, the GX
Eagle 12 speed rear derailleur and electric specific GX-e shifter provides incredible shifting
speed and precision. A fast e-bike requires the most robust wheelset for performance and
safety. The Titan features custom Alex Blizzer 90 rims matched with high quality thru axle hubs
for extra strength. All of our wheel builds start by cutting each individual Phil Wood spoke in
house and then hand lacing them to the hubs. By using the highest quality spokes, nipples,
hubs, and rims, we ensure the best wheel you can get! Race Face Narrow Wide Single Chainring
is now improved with performance-enhancing chain retention technology. Manufactured from T
aluminium for superb strength and durability, the Narrow Wide Single Chainring is burly enough
for Downhill ra
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cers and Dirt Jumpers while maintaining a very light weight profile. With both increased power
transfer efficiency and much better chain retention, there is not a better chainring on the market
the Titan! Not all chains are created equally. The treatment doubles the rust resistance and can
extend the life of your chain. Other benefits are; less noise and greater rolling performance.
View account. Customize Your Titan. Electric Technology. Powerful Integrated Mid Drive Motor.
Intelligent Color Display. Buy Yours Now. Component Technology. Refined Frame Geometry
Through several iterations and hundreds of hours of testing, our team of engineers designed a
bike that will perform as well as it looks! Magura MT4e Hydraulic Brakes. Extra Wide 26x4.
Hand-Built Wheels. Configure Your Titan Now! Customize My Titan. Name This field is required.
Email This field is required. Message This field is required. Thanks for contacting us! We'll get
back to you as soon as possible. Thanks for subscribing.

